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Resolution concerning the internationalisation of teacher training

In November, 150 experts discussed the internationalisation of teacher training at an event organized by DAAD in Berlin. Participants expressed their concerns and recommendations in a resolution to the new federal government, the federal states and other bodies involved such as the DAAD, KMK (Conference of Education Ministers), HRK (German Rectors’ Conference).

Participation rates in study abroad are below average for future teachers. Better incentives are needed through changes in policy and administrative procedures. The experts offered seven suggestions:

- Simplifying the mobility opportunities for students in teacher training
- Making it possible to gain practical experience in teaching at non-German schools
- Staying in a foreign country during studies should be a must
- International experience of students needs to be rewarded
- Teachers already at schools today should be encouraged to gain experience internationally as well
- Internationalisation is not a one-way-street. Students from foreign countries should be welcomed to perform teacher training studies in Germany. They should also be able to work as a teacher at German schools
- Through more international cooperation, internationalisation at home can be fostered. Due to the lack of resources, the governments are asked to give adequate incentives.

For more information, click [here](http://www.aca-secretariat.be/index.php?id=29&tx_smfacanewsletter...) and [here](http://www.aca-secretariat.be/index.php?id=29&tx_smfacanewsletter...). (both in German)